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How to Reach Your Target Audience 

Online Workshop 

Sponsored by Drive, the Partnership Network 

 

 

This workshop is about creating the compelling stories companies tell about themselves. (The general 

marketing term for this is “messaging”, but the word is so misused that we started calling it “writing 

compelling stories”.)  

 

The first step is the questions we posed to you before this workshop. After you’ve answered these 

questions, the resulting three statements form the basis of all your communications. 

 

1. Who is your customer and what do they need? 

2. What do you do to fulfil that need? 

3. How does it work? (This can include your differentiation.) 

 

NB: If your B2B company makes a component that goes into other companies’ B2C products, 

the process is a bit different. It goes like this: 

 

1. Who is your customer’s customer (the consumer; the end user) and what do they need? 

2. What does your customer need (from you) to satisfy the end user? 

3. What do you do/make that helps your customer satisfy the end user? 

4. How does it work? 

 

You can find a concrete example of this in the blog Messaging for All Your Audiences.  

 

Note that most clients go through this process multiple times: Every time they launch a new product or 

service; each time they refine their Ideal Customer Profile; every time they want to be perceived in a new 

way… 

 

Because some of our colleagues have already prepared answers to the three questions, we can move on to 

the next step: applying their three statements to each form of marketing communications. 

  

https://www.drivethenetwork.com/
https://www.cambridgegotomarket.com/2020/01/29/messaging-for-all-your-audiences/
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Elevator Pitches 

As everyone knows, the concept behind an elevator pitch is to get across what you do in the course of a 

brief ride in a lift. They’re often excruciating, because talking about your business gets more and more 

tedious after about the fifteenth time you’ve done it. 

 

Using your three statements makes it easier, because you’re not talking about yourself; instead, you focus 

on your customer’s need. It’s a refreshing change. When people ask what our consultancy does, Prue and 

I start the answer with “Our clients are start-up companies that are preparing to go to market, and they 

need product marketing and launch communications.” All we have to say after that is “So, we do that”. 

 

Taglines 

The tagline is a descriptive phrase or bold statement most often seen next to your logo.  For example, the 

current strapline for Lenovo, who make computers, is “Smarter Technology for All”. (Not terribly useful, 

as every computer company claims that.)  

 

The tagline for Cambridge Go-to-Market, until about five seconds ago, was “Give us your confidence and 

we will reduce your time to revenue”. It’s now “Reducing your time to revenue”. We just went through 

this process again ourselves. 

 

Straplines 

If you’re writing a press release or making any kind of public announcement, this is the phrase that comes 

after your company name, as in “Number Ninja, the provider of full-service bookkeeping, today 

announced…”. 

 

Your strapline says what you do (or are best known for) in as few words as  possible. When ARM was 

primarily known for designing semiconductors, ARM’s strapline was, “the semiconductor IP company”. 

 

Boilerplates 

Your boilerplate comes directly from your three statements, and can be used for all kinds of 

communications. It can go somewhere on your web site’s home page , you can pop it into an email to 

introduce yourself, or use it as social media content, but it always goes at the end of a press release, under 

the headline, “About [your company name]”. Here’s a recent client example: 

 

About onload{media} 

The onload{media} advertising network partner with suppliers of real -money online casino games 

and online casino operators to provide them with revenue that is not subject to ex isting taxes and 

levies, whilst also promoting and supporting the work of gambling addiction charities. 

Onload{media} are the first ad network specifically created to increase advertisers’ return-on-

investment by reaching untapped, over-18, rigorously verified audiences by engaging real-money 

online gamers. 

 

You’ll note their boilerplate is all about onload{media}’s partners’ and advertisers’ needs and a tiny bit 

about how it works. 
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Web Site Home Page 

We have a bee in our bonnet about web site home pages. So many companies completely waste the space. 

Most people visiting your web site for the first time neither a) know what you do, nor b) do they care. The 

first words and images the visitor should see should a) identify your market and b) make the visitor care. 

 

Press Releases and Announcements 

If you’re making any kind of announcement (new product, new service, launching your company…), you 

should first write your three statements. Then the press release just about writes itself, using a few useful 

tips, such as the use of quotations. 

 

If you’ve kept the reader’s attention with an easy-to-understand, engaging announcement that uses your 

first two statements, you can indulge yourself with a bit of “how it works” at the end. 

 

Social Media Content 

Good use of social media is an entirely different workshop, and there are better people in our network to 

deliver it. However, before you post anything online, check it against your three statements. Does your 

post support one of those statements? If not, you either need to re-write your post, or you need to refine 

your three statements. 

 

 

 

 

About Cambridge Go-to-Market 

Founded in 2008, Cambridge Go-to-Market are a consultancy specialising in reducing time-to-revenue for new companies and 

technologies.  

Our clients are  

• start-ups that have technology but no products packaged for market, or  

• established companies launching new product lines or entering new regions.  

The two principals, Prue Butterworth and J Laurence Sarno, have 45 years’ combined experience in product marketing and 

strategic communications. Having begun our careers in semiconductor design and since worked in most hardware, software 

and infrastructure markets, we are well grounded in deep tech.  

In the early 2000s, Laurence shepherded seven start -ups to merger, acquisition or Initial Public Offering. 

Our consultants can act as an interim go-to-market team at crucial points in a company’s development, and then help hire and 

train permanent staff. 

 

https://www.cambridgegotomarket.com/2019/11/05/wasted-space/
http://www.cambridgegotomarket.com/

